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Schedule of Selected Fees 
for responding to Office Actions in Madrid Protocol cases

for trademark firms outside of the United States

All amounts are in US dollars

Service Attorney's
Charges

Monitoring your recently filed Request for Extension of Protection 
into the United States and making best efforts to let you know by 
email when USPTO has mailed an Office Action to you, so as to 
reduce the risk of your Request being abandoned for failure to 
respond to the Office Action, all without establishing an attorney-
client relationship 

none

Assumption of responsibility for Request for Extension of Protection 
into the United States, including docketing of future due dates, and 
including response to Office Action to correct minor formalities. 

(does not include responses to any additional Office Actions)

(includes $50 postage with delivery confirmation to send Certificate 
of Registration to you, credited to future invoices due if the 
application does not reach registration)

250+50

Assumption of responsibility for Request for Extension of Protection 
into the United States, including docketing of future due dates, and 
including response to Office Action to correct identification of goods
and/or services

(does not include responses to any additional Office Actions)

(includes $50 postage with delivery confirmation to send Certificate 
of Registration to you, credited to future invoices due if the 
application does not reach registration)

350+50
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Service Attorney's
Charges

Assumption of responsibility for Request for Extension of Protection 
into the United States, including docketing of future due dates, and 
including response to Office Action in response to Examiner's views 
regarding on likelihood of confusion or descriptiveness.

(does not include responses to any additional Office Actions)

(includes $50 postage with delivery confirmation to send Certificate 
of Registration to you, credited to future invoices due if the 
application does not reach registration)

500+50

Effective February 2020

The professional fees listed here are based upon these assumptions:

 that we are dealing with a trademark firm outside of the United States, and that the 
trademark firm in turn serves its client

 that our invoices are paid to us promptly by the trademark firm (less than one month) 
even if the client has not yet paid the trademark firm's invoice

 that we are paid the full amount of an invoice (all bank wire fees paid by you and not 
charged to us, SWIFT field 71a set to “OUR”)

 that you provide requested information, instructions, and documents promptly, by 
email.

 that Oppedahl Patent Law Firm LLC does not need to ask repeatedly for information, 
instructions, or documents.

 that papers requiring signature by the applicant are signed electronically, not by fax 
or on paper

 that papers requiring signature are signed and returned to us promptly.
 that in cases where Oppedahl Patent Law Firm LLC asks to be paid in advance, that 

the advance payments are made promptly.

When these assumptions are not satisfied, the professional fees charged will be greater than those 
listed here.

Special rates are available for firms with which we have long-standing relationships.

Please note that if your wire transfer to us is received at less than the dollar amount of our invoice (for
example due to currency conversion or because you have instructed your bank to charge the 
wire transfer fees to us), then we will expect you to pay the rest of the balance.
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